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1. Introduction
The computation of scattering amplitudes is the main physical problem in string

theory, which is basically an S-matrix theory. As a fundamental theory of everything, it
must not admit "external sources", and therefore the external states must be on-shell.
This problem is usually formulated perturbatively, and the Feynman diagrams
correspond to world-sheets describing the spacetime history of strings joining and
splitting. By conformally mapping the external string states to finite points, the
world-sheet can be made compact and the information about the quantum numbers of
the external states are contained in vertex operators attached to those points.

Particles of various masses and spins are exchanged in the different channels
of a scattering process. They appear as singularities in the appropriate square
momentum variable. Actually, one can think of obtaining all the physical states and
study their properties by colliding the lowest energy particles in the theory. In fact, this
corresponds to the real life situation in which the high energy region is explored
through accelerator experiments.

This paper is devoted to the theoretical investigation of this problem in the
interesting frameworks of both the closed superstring (referred to as SST II) and the
heterotic string, discussed respectively in sections 2 and 3. In particular we will derive
the vertex operators corresponding to arbitrary mass level states, starting from the
scattering amplitude of an arbitrary number of massless particles. Singularities occur
when the points where some of the external vertices are attached coincide and the
residue ol the pole in the square momentum variable corresponds to the scattering
amplitude of the remaining massless particles with the intermediate exchanged state
(see figure 1). From the latter amplitude we extract the vertex operator corresponding
to the state in question.

We study this process at an arbitrary order in perturbation theory, i.e. on a
Riemann surface of arbitrary genus. Such a general manifold cannot be made flat
everywhere since the integral ol its curvature is proportional, by Gauss-Bonnet
theorem, to the Euler characteristic. As any two dimensional manifold, it can be made
conformally llat and therefore all the metric dependence of the theory is contained in
the coniormal factor. However a vertex operator must be covariant and conformally
invariant. In fact, this has been the subject of the modern path integral approach [1] to
the construction of vertex operators [2-8]. Namely, cancelling ail possible sources of
conformal factor dependence.
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Here we follow a rather different viewpoint. We generalize the procedure
introduced in a previous article (91 devoted to the bosonic string, where covariance is
achieved by means of a particular holomorphic abelian differential oi. This object,
intrinsically defined on the Riemann surface, is intimately related to the prime form,
which is the basic ingredient in the amplitude calculation.

Since we consider the Neveu-Schwarz sector of the theory, our starting point is
the scattering amplitude ol gravitons or gauge bosons. The 2-dimensional
supersymmetry is manifest in the formalism through the construction of covariant
superfields and superpropagators. The introduction o( Riemann normal coordinates
[10] and their supersymmetric generalization allows us to covariantly describe the
process in which two or more external vertex insertions tend to the same point on the
Riemann surface, giving rise to the poles in the relevant square momenta. The residue
is thus a covariant supersymmetric expression from which we can extract a vertex
operator with these same properties.

In principle one should be able to find all possible states of the spectrum in this
way (or at least all those accessible to experiments using the lowest mass particles as
projectiles). The polarization tensors for the intermediate exchanged states depend,
of course, on the specific process under consideration (they will be different, lor
instance, if the number of coincident vertices is 2 or greater) and our method allows in
principle to derive them systematically. It is known that general considerations require
the polarization tensors to satisfy certain constraint equations coming from conformal
invariance [11]. In our formalism, coniormal invariance is equivalent to the requirement
that the residual amplitude contains only physical singularities, i.e. that all other
possible spurious divergences cancel. Since this condition is guaranteed by
construction, the particular polarization tensors explicitly computed here, automatically
satisfy those constraints.

A consequence of having chosen traceless and transverse particles for the
original expression is the fact that it is automatically normal ordered and therefore, the
vertex operators obtained have this property intrinsically built in. The rules that are
necessary in order to perform self-contractions, that is contractions within the same
vertex operator, are an automatic output of the formalism. These prescriptions are also
covariantly formulated.

Finally we would like to remark that a covariant procedure in the computation of
scattering amplitudes requires the introduction of an invariant measure, covariant
derivatives, etc. which must be globally defined . In fact, the differential 10 for
instance.'knows" on which Riemann surface it is defined. One can always perform a
local change of coordinates, say dw = dz m(z), to make the vertex look formally
universal, that is without any reference to a particular Riemann surface. However, in
order to compute amplitudes, global information about the surface on which the
calculation has to be performed is needed.
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The main result of the present paper is the formulation of a complete set oi
covariant expressions and rules for the vertices and propagators, globally defined on
the Riemann surface, which allow the computation of scattering amplitudes of arbitrary
mass level bosonic states to any order in perturbation theory. A summary is presented
in section 4.

2. Superstring II

As a starting point for our computation we need to construct the amplitude for the
scattering of Neveu-Schwarz physical particles in terms of objects intrinsically defined
on the Riemann surface. As we did in reference [9], the aim is to read the vertex
operators from the residues of the poles in the Lorentz scalar combinations of the
momenta corresponding to the masses of the intermediate states. This procedure
requires, as initial data, the vertex operators of the external particles to be scattered.
The natural objects to start with are the lowest energy states, i.e. massless particles in
superstring theory, since tachyons are projected out by G-parity conditions.

The vertex operator for these particles is known. It can be constructed [11] by
imposing certain symmetry requirements, namely space-time Poincare' invariance,
Weyl and world-sheet reparametrizatton invariances and local world-sheet
supersymmetry. Alternatively, this vertex can be constructed following the steps shown
by Knizhnik [12] for the gauge boson vertex of the heterotic string, and generalizing
them from the sphere to a general Riemann surface case.

The vertex operator describing the emission or absorption of a massless,
traceless particle in the Neveu-Schwarz superstring, (i.e. a gravrton or antisymmetric
tensor) is therefore:

V=Jd z . V X J x v - i ip.x

with p^ e*™ = pv e>"= p2=0 , where x*1, n=1 ,...,10 are the string coordinates and \|/,y are
2-dimensional fermionic fields. We choose the external state to be traceless r i ^e^ = 0.
With this extra condition the vertex is already normal ordered (recall that, since p2=0,
there are no self-contractions in the exponential). Therefore we need not introduce any
regularization a priori. Rather, we expect to obtain the normal ordering prescription as
a result.

The propagators for the fields x, y, \j? can be written in lerms of the prime form
[13]. Recall that the prime form is

where ©(?J is an odd theta function, a? = {coa(z), a=1 ,...,g} are a basis for the

holomorphic abelian differentials and h(z) is a holomorphic 1/2-form whose square is a
particular linear combination of the coa 's:

(2)

The scalar propagator is then [14-16]

I f [ In | E(zrz2) |
2 + 2U(z,,z2)] (3)

where the term U{Zj ,Zj), necessary for single valuedness, is given by

-it im [ coa ( lmQ)ab ImJ cob

Im n being the imaginary part of the period matrix and 2 i Im / coa = / <ua - J <5a

The fermionic propagator is [15-17]

(5a)

4 E(z,.z2)
<5b)
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where

• 'odd '
CO(Zp)

for even spin structures

for odd spin structures

(6)

and zp is an arbitrary point on the surface. Here and in the following the shorthand
notation ©(z.,^) will be used to denote the odd theta function ©[£]. In practice we wili
work mostly with the even spin structures but the main results will hold also for the
odd ones, as we will discuss at the end of this section.

The amplitude for the scattering of N gravitons reads

A = < - ix^(zj,zj)p-v(zj,zi) ] l ] e

(7)

Some comments are necessary in order to understand this expression properly,
before rewriting it in a way technically more convenient for our purposes.

The symbol < > denotes a path integration over the fermionic and bosonic fields
with the appropriate measure. As it is known, this measure should contain in genera!
a product of supercurrents, (see references [12,18]) due to the presence of two
dimensional gravitino zero modes in genus g £ 2 Riemann surfaces, coming from ihe
integration over the supermoduli. This factor is a function of fermionic and bosonic
fields and could be considered effectively as a collection of intrinsic vertices carrying
zero momenta which should be contracted with the physical vertices. However, since
we are interested in producing intermediate states from the scattering of external
physical particles, we expect these supercurrent insertions not to modify the poies in
the momenta and we will not include them in our computation. Of course, if we wanted
to compute the whole amplitude explicitly, contractions between the physical states
and the supercurrent must be included.

The computation of equation (7) should be performed analytically continuing
the external momenta from the region where the 8{Z| .zp, coming from the contractions
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between the left and right sectors, give no contribution. Expression (7) must be
summed over spin structures and integrated over the moduli with the corresponding
measure [12,18], The sum over different topologies must be performed at the end.

We would like to rewrite the vertex (1) in terms of two dimensional scalars. This
can be achieved by using the above introduced co(z) (recall that in reference [9] it is
shown that co(z}co(z) plays the role of a metric). We define a scalar covariant derivative
V = [coz]'

1 dz and also introduce the "scalar" anticommuting fields X^fhfz)] '1^. Since h
corresponds to an odd spin structure, Wis a true scalar when y 1 is also odd. When ^
is even, then strictly speaking, X* turns jut to have twisted boundary conditions.
However, in the vertices only bilinear expressions in X appear which are well defined,
univalued objects. (The same construction can be made also for the other chirality, i.e.

(8)

(9)

(10)

We then introduce a scalar superfield

X ^ x i * +
with 6 a world-sheet constant scalar Grassmann variable.

By defining the supercovariant scalar derivative

D = 9 V + 3
e

we can rewrite the vertex (1) as

DXf DX* ejP-x

Equations (4,6) lead to the superpropagator

(11)

where O12= ©(z^Zj) - 9 , 62Ce(z1,z2) appears here as the generalization to an
arbitrary Riemann surface of the variable z12 =z, -Zj-B, 62 naturally defined on the
sphere.

We are finally able to rewrite the amplitude (7) in a form more convenient for our
purposes, namely

-T-



A = < I | | |dz. co(z) d9. da. 1 e >

•/ft' n
jk

Here we have defined the operator

with a, cTbeing auxiliary Grassmann variables and we have introduced, without loss oi
generality, the factorized polarization tensor e^v = 6 ^ satisfying

(13a)

This implies that P^P^for every j is equal to zero and then in equation (12) no
self-contractions appear. Moreover conditions (13a) ensure that the term ln|(o(z1)<Q{z2)|
in (11) drops off in (12). Therefore from now on we can replace equation (11) with the
effective scalar super propagator defined by

(14)

= ln|012 | +2U(z1,z2)

This propagator contains spurious singularities because the function ©(z,,z2) is zero
not only at z, = z2 but also at z1 = zpa (a=1,...,g-1) with zpa being fixed points on the
surface. Therefore, in our way of writing the amplitude, equations (13a) can be
interpreted as a requirement for the cancellation of these non physical singularities.

The amplitude (12) has poles in the square of the sum of external momenta

corresponding to the intermediate states. We have seen in reference^] that the poles
come out of the integration over z when two or more vertices coincide and in particular
we will analyse the case when two particles, say with momentum p, and p2, collide at
the point z, .

In order to study the limit when z2-» z, we generalize, to the supersymmetric
case, the steps followed in [9]. We introduce the normal coordinate ^B (which
transforms as a (-1)- differentia!) in the following way [10]

,n+2

(15)

where Vn r means that the scalar covariant derivative of the connection Tzz
z =dza>Jv>z

should be taken, considering it as a second rank tensor. More explicitly

CO C O ' CO CO

The expansion of a scalar becomes

* ( Z 2 ) (16)

with

By using (16) we can now write a covariant expansion for a superscalar F(z2,92)
around (z.,,6,) as

F(z2,e2) =

-I
n-0

n! (17)
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where we have introduced the supercoordinate

It is easy to show that it satisfies the following equations:

(18)

(19)

and that dz2co(z2) = df;B<o(z.|).
Equation (17) is the covariant version of the Taylor expansion in superspace

which, for the sphere, is written [19] in terms of the variable z21
 = z 2 ' z i " ^ i 'The

amplitude (12) becomes

/ | d̂  (2= f [ dz,(o(Zi) d a / | d^B to(2i) d62 d o / [ 7 ! dZj CJfzp d8, d o / K(jm)
j-3

^ (20)

with

3sj«risrN

Pi p_

and

F (1,2,j) = exp [ -
P1P2

4

P1P i
1

V P1Pi
(1,2) - 2 , - T 1 A^1 •» *

j 4

P2P i
1 < 2 1 '

a regular function in the limit z2 -»z,, which must be expanded according to equation
(17).

We have split the propagator A(1,2) into a regular and a non-regular par!. The
regular superpropagator is defined by

- 1 0 -

AR(1,2) = A (1,2) - In 1 ^ I2
 + 2U (22)

and it leads to the regular expressions for the bosonic and termionic propagators

+ 2 U
9(zrz2)

The non-regular part in equation (20) has thus been isolated in the factor
P P

exp [ - - L i In | coS I2] = exp [ - ^ + J r - v l n | t o 4 | 2 ]

(23)

where

and

with

Pi Pa

- (92-e1)(o1b1+ff2b2)

e e

(and similar expressions for c, a, b1, b2 just replacing c,8,e -»o, 9, e).

By using (17) and (23) in (20) we obtain

-ii-
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n,k-0

V
n! k!

i) dei

i+<e2-e,)D2]

where |2_, means that the derivatives are evaluated at (z2,62) = (Z
The residues of the poles are obtained by integrating over

polar coordinates
By introducing

« » , , 9 2 9 1 - i« ,

P
it is easy to show that

^'ls = 5(r,s) ~~2- + regular terms (25)

with A being an arbitrary cut off, irrelevant at the pole r = s = - 1 .
Therefore, the poles of A are found for v=0 and v=n+1 (n=0,1,2,...), corresponding

to a state of total square momentum (p, + p2)
2 = 0 and (p, + p2)

2 = 8(n+1) respectively.
In particular, there are no poles for v = -1 and v = -1/2, which would correspond to the
bosonic and Neveu-Schwarz tachyons. Moreover, we do not find poles corresponding
to intermediate states of wrong G-parity as expected, since we are scattering physical
particles. The residues of the physical poles are given by

J | dz,^) ! de2da
i-3

|dz,

i + ( e 2 - e , ) D 2 ] F(i.2.r> (26)

nt1 =J| dz^tz,) de^a,!

cV cV.

)(1 f

N

1
i-3

—f 2-1 (27)

From these expressions we want to extract the form of the vertex operator for the
state of mass p2/ 8 = v written in terms of the superfield X and its derivatives . This
operator, with prescriptions to perform self-contractions, must reproduce the residues
(26) and (27) when contracted with N-2 massless particles.

As we will discuss later, the vertex for the massless particles cannot be obtained
from the scattering of two gravitons. Therefore we will concentrate first on the case
v=n+1 to obtain the vertices for the massive states and normal ordering rules . The
v=0 case will be considered at the end o! the section.

Let us start with the first massive state.

n = 0, p2 = 8
In order to identify the vertex we still need to integrate over 92'92 in equation (27).

We gel
N

A, = f|dz1w(z1)de1do/|d<i/TT|dzjco(z.)dedoi|
2K(ij)

J i3

[D2- ( a ^ -

We obtain a more explicit form for A, if we insert the definition (21) for F(1,2,j)
and express the result in terms of derivatives of the propagators. Integrating also over
a, and a2 we obtain

- 1 2 - - 1 3 -



A1 =

+ e

j-3

m iPpDi * M
4 i i 4

2m:] x [the same with bars]+terms with

(28)

Here

= b 2 i p ^ - b , i p ^ + eg e* - ap*1 pv
2 (29)

We begin by looking at the terms which are factorized into a left part (i.e. with only
derivatives without bars) times a right one. From these terms, we read a vertex of the
form

V = I|dzo)de|2 VL VR JP* (3°)

which, for the particular case we are considering, is the following

V, = J|dz1o>(z1)dei |
2 le »D, e-»e] e'pX

( 3 1 )

where p = p, + p2 and the propagator of equation (14) must be used in performing
contractions with other vertices. The polarization tensors given by equation (29) are of
course the particular ones obtained for the intermediate state n = 0, produced when 2
external graviton insertions coincide. We can imagine more genera! processes like the
gathering of many graviton vertices at the same point, thus obtaining more general
polarizations. We therefore discuss the features of our vertex imagining general

polarization tensors (one can also further generalize them to non chirally factorized)
provided they satisfy certain constraints to be discussed below.

The vertex of equation (31) is not normal ordered. We can rewrite it as a normal
ordered part plus extra terms which correspond to the self-contractions. Looking at
equation (28) we can identify the terms which correspond to self-contractions.
Therefore we obtain the rules to be followed in order to compute them.

We begin with the terms containing AR explicitly written in equation (28) which
are interpreted as self-contractions within the same chiral sector . They can be
reproduced by using the following rules

All the other self-contractions are zero since

Let us now discuss the terms with DD derivatives in equation (28). As in
reference [9] they do not give rise to terms DnD' X in the vertex with both n and I # 0. In
fact such terms would never contribute to the scattering amplitude since

<DnD"V(i) DmS''xv(j)> = 0 form+q*0

and moreover

^ i i

Therefore the terms in equation (28) containing DD derivatives are interpreted as self
contractions betwen left and right chiralities . The following rules are obtained

- 1 5 -



DX"(z) DXv(z) > = Km D O -~ j ( 32)

where Q = - JI to* Im QM ĉ  and in general

Z) DXv(z) > = TT lim D^B""^!

with m,n = 1,2,3 also expressed in terms of Q and its covariant derivatives. For the
vertex of equation (31) only ihe case m=1 and n=1,2,3 (or viceversa) will appear due
to the particular polarizations of equation (29).

Notice that the contribution of the normal ordering terms arises automatically in
our formalism.

The polarization tensors that we have obtained satisfy the following constraints

(33)

4 i E
Tjiv

where [] denotes antisymmetrization over all indices. The same relations are obtained
in references [6,19] for general polarization tensors from (he requirement of conformal
invariance, for instance from the condition that the O.P.E. of the vertex with the
superstress-energy tensor has no poles of order higher than 2. In reference [9] we
have shown that this is equivalent to the requirement that the spurious singularities,
which could come from the zeroes of to(z) and from the fact that 0(Z|,Zj) has extra
zeroes in zt and Zj besides z: = z.t cancel.

-16-

n>0, pa = 8(n + 1)
As can be seen from the general expression (27), we obtain the vertex for higher

mass level states by applying V2" Va
n to the integrand of (28) (before evaluating it at

2 = 1 ) . Then the left part of the vertex that reproduces the amplitude An+1 is given by

, Xv(1)

e ^ D,X'i(1)D2X
v(2)D2XP(2) (34)

where ^ is given in equation (29) and

ap^] (35)

Notice that since we are looking at the intermediate state produced when two
external graviton vertices coincide, a state with at most four fermion fields V1 can be
obtained. In order to get more fermions in the intermediate state we need to consider
more gravitons coming to the same point. For example, a term like

DX)lDXvDXpDX<'DX5 eipX

which contains six fermions, appears when we compute the residue of the pole at
p2=16 when three of (he external gravitons collide at the same point. This, combined
with terms similar to those coming from equation (34), for n = 1, (now with other
polarization tensors) gives the full vertex. The analysis becomes more complicated
since two Taylor expansions must be done simultaneously, however it is easy to see
that this term is indeed present. For example, if we consider the limit Z2~*zi anc '
z3-+z,, and we Taylor expand A(2,j) and A(3,k), the integration over ea and 93 gives
ip2D2 i Pj A(2, j)] 2 . 1 ' P3Da' Pk A(3,k)|3_ t ; the integration overCT,,c2andCT3 brings
down from the exponential

exp [ - P,
i 4

-17 -



the term

I k I

and we obtain a contribution to the vertex of the form

ip OX* ip DXV e DXP
 E DX° e DXS

r2n r3v 1p 2o 35

The above considerations lead to the general VL. It will be a sum of all possible

terms of the form

e
* • • • " •

such that

if
Tn. 2v+1 (36)

with general polarization tensors eMi ^ (and similarly for V^ replacing D -» D).

F.1 must satisfy appropriate constraint equations [6,19] which are the

generalization of equation (33). In our scheme these constraints ensure the

cancellation of spurious singularities. In fact they are automatically satisfied by the

particular expressions obtained by colliding at the same point a definite number of

external gravitons.

Together with the form of the vertex we also get the rules for the self-contractions

to normal order it. These rules generalize what we have already seen for the case n=0

and are the following

< X^z) Xv(z) > = TI"V lim - 2 - — I = 0

l 4

<D>(Z)D"x»>=f lim

(37)

82-8,

lim

- 1 0 -

The regular propagator has been defined in equation (22) and from equation (19)

it is seen that eqs. (37) are symmetric under the interchange l-»2 .

We recall that contractions with other vertices are performed by using the

propagator of equation (14). Notice that even though there are no DmDnX terms in the

vertex with both m and n different from zero, contractions of the form <DmX(z) DrX(w)>,

which are nonvanishing (or g > 0, will appear in the amplitude.

v = 0

Let us now discuss the massless case. After performing the integration over a,

CT2 and 92 we get for Ao from equation (26)

A0=aa
i-3

|dzjco(zj>deidcf.|2 K(ij) exp[-

j
'2-1 (38)

where we have used v = b , = bz = 0 since p,2 = p2
a = (p, + p2 )

2 = 0 means that p, is

parallel to p2 . Therefore Ag can be expressed as a total derivative. This reflects the

fact that the 3-graviton scattering amplitude vanishes at the tree level (i.e. on the

sphere). The reason is that, on the sphere, the propagators completely factorize (U = 0

in (3)). Therefore there is no mixing of left and right chiralities and the amplitude must

necessarily contain a factor e^i) pj^ (with eu(i) the left polarization of the ith-graviton)

which is zero since p| is proportional to p(. As the residue of the pole is proportional to

this amplitude, it also vanishes.

In fact the amplitude (31) can be reproduced by the vertex operator

Jjdz1 (39)

with £^v = -aa p2^ p2v , which corresponds to a gauge state, as p2 is proportional to p.

-19-



This is a particular feature of our analysis, since we are considering the case where
only two gravitons come together. In the general case, when more particles coincide,
we expect to find a vertex of the form (39) with a physical polarization. As a check we
have studied the residue of the pole for v = 0 when three massless incoming particles
collide at the same point. Since we already know how to normal order, for the sake of
simplicity we have done this computation on the sphere, just to obtain the polarizaiion.
The derivation is sketched in the Appendix. We find the vertex (39) with the
polarization

e = ee (I 'OJ

satisfying e^ pv = 0. The coefficients are given in the Appendix.
The vertex (39) with the polarization (40) can be split into a graviton, an

antisymmetric tensor and a dilaton part. !n particular, we obtain the dilaton vertex

VD = (41)

where the normal ordering symbol : : means that only contractions with other vertices
should be considered. The second term on the r.h.s. comes from the rules for
self-contractions given in equation (32).

Let us consider the expectation value of VD on a general Riemann surface with
genus g 21, i.e. the residue of the dilaton tadpole [20]. Both terms on the r.h.s. of
equation (41) seem to contribute, due to the fact that there are always supercurrent
insertions which can be contracted with DX or DX of the vertex. It has however been
argued in reference [21] that the contribution of the first term vanishes. Notice that the
second term, which is the same as in the bosonic string case [9], gives rise to a term
proportional to the partition function on the surface (i.e. the cosmological constant at g
loop order) since for p = 0

[d2z Q(z) = - 4K g ,

- 2 0 -

The residue of the dilaton tadpole and the cosmological constant are expected to
vanish after performing the sum over spin structures.

Let us finally discuss the case of the odd spin structures, where generically there
is a zero mode for each W. They can be taken into account by generalizing the
superfield construction. Denoting by W1 the part of the field which is orthogonal to the
zero modes, we add to (8) a term containing the zero mode wave function. This term,
choosing h(z) in the same odd spin structure, is simply a constant, which can be taken
equal to 1. We then write for the superfield

x*1 = x» + e X.M- + e x*1 + e y + e x / = x / + e y + e x /

where \Q* is a Grassmann variable (constant on the surface). The superpropagator
defined in (11) in terms of Codd refers in fact to the trasverse part < X / ( i ) , Xx

v(2) >
[16]. In order to get the amplitude the integration over XQ has also to be performed.

- 2 1 -



3. Heterotic string

The lowest energy states (or the heterotic string in the Neveu-Schwarz sector are
the graviton, the antisymmetric tensor, the dilaton and the gauge boson. The natural
object to start with is the gauge boson since we want to construct vertex operators
cointaining internal degrees of freedom (say in the left chirality sector) as well as ten
dimensional fields. The corresponding vertex operator is

j j _ ipx
BIJM- eV = J |dzo)(z)|2d9 (42)

where the scalar superfield X*1 is given by

(43)

and A'(ZJ) ,1=1 32, are 32 left moving scalar gauge fermions. As before we have
multiplied the fields transforming like half-differentials by h(z)"1 or h(z)-1 and therefore
our fermionic fields X and A are world-sheet scalars.

For further convenience we consider a factorized polarization tensor eIJtl= f, T, ê
satisfying the conditions

Due to these conditions the vertex (42) is already normal-ordered.
In order to compute the scattering amplitude, we define the superpropagator,

using eqs. (3), (5) and (43):

V , ,6 , ) Xv(z,,,92) > «3JJP( In 0 1 2 + lne(z,.z2) +2U • In | <B(Z,) O>(Z2) |
2 ) (44)

Notice that Ihe left chirality part of the superpropagator contains the ordinary bosonic 6
function whereas the right chirality part contains the super ©.^defined 'n equation
(11).

The fermionic propagator for the left movers is

- 2 2 -

< A1 (z ,^) AJ(z2,z2) > = £j- AF (z,.z2)
(45)

AF(zrz2)
e(zrz2)

Introducing Grassmann auxiliary variables a, TJ, n , the N-gauge boson-scattering
amplitude is (as before we do not write explicitly the supercurrent insertions)

JJJdz, co(z . do, chi <
" E i E i " (46)

As in the case of the superstring we replace here and in the following, equation (44)
with the effective propagator

(1,2)

ln[e iae(zvza)] + 2U(zrz2)

(47)

In equation (46) we have also defined

E 1 = TI f ' + T | 7 1

In order to study the limit z2->z1 it is convenient to use a mixed expansion. The
supersymmetric Taylor expansion (17), in terms of the normal supercoordinate \ (18)
will be used for the right moving part of the amplitude whereas $B (15), the holomorphic
bosonic normal coordinate, is appropriate for the left moving part. Using the change
of variables z2 -> %B . equation (46) can be written as

- 2 3 -



exp[ M2 1
4 "V

1-3

(48)

where

does not depend on z, or z2, and

AR(1,2)

^ j 4 " 1 2 4

(49)

is a regular function as z2 -> z, , which must be expanded in 4B and t
We have again introduced both a regular superpropagator

and a regular fermionic propagator

(50)

AFR(z rz2) = AF(z rz2) (51)

As in the SST II case, we can now perform the expansion of the exponential'in
equation (48) to get

A = J|dz1«(z1)i
2deido1dT1idnl|d^a)(z1)j

2d92dc2dTi2di:[2nidzi'B(zj)|
2dejdcjdnjdiij K(ij)

where c is given by (24 ) and E^Ei,^/ 4.
In Taylor expanding F{,\,2,\) we will typically find different powers of

By integrating over ^B , fB and by using

r 2 -t s A r + S +

j d ^B ^ !;B = 6(r,s> A—_. + regular terms

we get the residues of the poles.

The residue of the po!e at v = 0 is

i-3

C (E + — V2) [1+ (82 - B^DJ F (1,2,j) |2_, (52)

It can be seen that this amplitude, coming from the collision of two gauge
bosons, is actually vanishing (or, more exactly, it is a total derivative) due to the same
considerations discussed previously for the massless states in the SST II case. One
has then to produce a massless particle by the collision of at least three gauge bosons
(see Appendix).

-25-



n+1

For v= n+1 {(1=0,1.2....) we get

j-n FV F V

N

i-3

From this expression we can now read the general form of the vertex operators.
We notice that the operator

is the same that appears in equation (27) and it will generate an expression for the
right chirality part of the vertex similar to the one obtained for the SST II case.
Therefore we will focus our attention on the left chirality sector

The integration over the auxiliary variables n.,, T^.TIJ, TI2, a n c i o v e r ^2' <*2'<*i
leads to

ijkl 4 I 4

Mj

V2AR(1,2)
+ iP4 k z S n 4

] x [right chiral sector]

+ [ mixed derivatives terms ]} Fo(1,2,j) |2-1

•k)

k 4

(53)

- 2 6 -

where

[right chiral sector]
,n - _ _ A R ( 1 , 2 )

2J1 v g A ^
4
 lhku2 4 z 1 4

(compare with equation (34)), and the mixed terms contain both V and D derivatives.
Notice that the derivatives Vnand Vn act also on Fo(1,2,j). We have defined in equation
(53)

V (54)

8 (n+2) ' 8(n+1)(n+2)

and Fo is equal to F(1,2,j) given in equation (49) when the auxiliary variables TI1, ni>
ri2, fj2, o1, o2 are set to zero.

As before the vertex will be of the form

J|dzo){z)|2de VLVRe iPx (55)

Notice that in equation (53) each propagator AF{1,j) corresponds to a fermionic
field A(1) contracted with a A(j) from any one of the N-2 external gauge bosons and
similarly, associating a X (1) to each A(1 ,j), then the general VL turns out to be a sum of
terms of the form

(56a)

-2T-



with k( > 0 and a > 0 satisfying

M

I
i.O

+1 2q.
i-o

and V, R is the same as that obtained in the SST II case (equation (31)).
The polarization tensors for the left part must satisfy the conditions

In our case, M is at most 4 because we cannot obtain more than 4 fermions iron
the scattering of two massless gauge bosons. In general, however, it will be ar
arbitrary even integer.

VR on the other hand, contains terms of the form
M s

e |]D'X11 ' (56b)
^-nu j_o

where st > 0 with S sf = 2 v +1, as in the SST II case (equation (36)). The propagators
to be used in performing contractions with other vertices are given in equations (45)
and (47). The polarization tensors 5|,... \riVL,-)lH and e^ ...fin again must satisfy certain
constraints coming from the requirement of conformal invariance, ensuring the
cancellation of spurious singularities.

For instance, the general massless particle vertex is

V0 = ||dzU |2d9(e^ A1 A J ) DXV

where the conditions on the polarizations are

= pve = p v E = 0

The vertex coming from equation (47) has e^ = - p2[1 p2v and £, J v = 4 a i t,u p2v

which satisfy them automatically. This is however, as said, a pure gauge term since p2

is proportional to p.

Let us now write the vertex for the first excited state ( p2 = 8 ). Taking the
polarization tensors left-right factorized we get

(57)

whereas the conditions for those of the right sector are given in equation (33). The
particular polarizations (54), obtained for the intermediate state produced when two
gauge boson vertices coincide, indeed satisfy these constraints.

The self contraction prescriptions can be read from equation (53). We get again
the rules of equation (37), using for AR the expression (50), together with the additional
rule

: Vn A> AJ(z) lim

where AFR is given in equation (51).

A final remark on the dilaton tadpole for the heterotic string case. For p •
appropriate for the tadpole, the dilaton vertex is

(58)

0, as

DXV

and we see that its expectation value on a Riemann surface can be different from zero
because the propagator <VX(z1) 13X(z2)>, and also the corresponding self-contraction,
is different from zero. Therefore we can say that the potential divergence of the
heterotic string, expected to disappear after the sum over spin structures, comes from
terms which mix left and right chiralities. See also the comments made in section 2
following equation (41).

J< ,2 .T

A ' V

- 2 8 - -29-



4. Summary
From the factorization properties of the string scattering amplitudes we were able

to construct covariant expressions for the vertex operators, associated to physical
states, for the Neveu-Schwarz sector, and a set of precise rules for performing
computations with them.

As a conclusion we quote the main results of our work, intended here as a
dictionary of steps to be followed for computing scattering amplitudes in the heterotic
or superstring theories, at a given order in perturbation theory corresponding to a
Riemann surface of definite topology.

The form of the general vertex operators in the heterotic string case is given in
expressions (55), (56a) and (56b) (and in expressions (30) and (36) for the SST II).

The superfields X^and the field A1 entering in these expressions are world-sheet
scaiars as well as their derivatives. For any n the covariant derivatives are Vn=(co"19)n

and the super covariant derivative is 0 = 9V + d9.

The integration over the position of the vertices on the Riemann surface must be
performed with the measure dzw d2E dB (and | dzw d6 |2 for the SST II).

The propagators to be used for the contractions among different vertices are
given by equation (45) and (47) for the heterotic string (and by equation (14) for the
SST II). Recall that 5(Zj,Zj) coming from contractions between left and right sectors of
different vertices are dropped off by analytic continuation in the external momenta, but
in general contractions of the form <DmXDnX> are different from zero. The
self-contractions, necessary to normal order the vertex, are performed using the rules
(37) and (58) with the regular propagators given in (50) and (51), respectively (and the
rules (37) with the propagator (22) for the SST II).

In the case of odd spin structures the zero mode for the spin 1/2 Held must be
taken into account following the recipe described at the end of section 2.

We recall that contractions with supercurrent insertions must also be included.
The sum over spin structures and the integration over the moduli, with the appropriate
measure described in references [12,131, must be performed at the end.
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APPENDIX

The N-graviton scattering amplitude on the sphere is given by equation (12) with
=1 using the propagator

,2
in|z2-z1-eae1|2

(A.1)

We analyze the behavior of the amplitude when three of the external gravitons
collide at the same point. The singularities are studied keeping z1 fixed and
considering the region where z2->z1 and z3->z1. We first isolate the divergent part of
the integrand, which comes from the factor

where

C2t

4 '

C31 , , . C32

31 ^32

b21 =
e,e2

'21

and similarly for c31, c32. v31 and v32

Since the rest of the amplitude is regular, we can perform the Taylor expansion
around z1 in terms of z2i and z31, obtaining

J
|U(e3-e t)D3i2 F3<3.»[,., ( A 2 )

- 3 1 -



where

4 J '

By performing the change of variables ( z2, z3 ) -> (u2, v), where z2 - z3 » u2

and z-j • z,=v u2, and using the relations

(A.3)
Z21

i - J - i ^ - e2e,)]
21

we can express the integrand of equation(A.2) in powers of z21 and v as
N

A=Jidz, d6, do, du2d vd92da2d93do3|2pj
J-4

•V31+k _ - V j 1 +

v
A

Z2i

nnkk

C 2 2

~T nln!
^21

(A.4)

where

and A.B.C are functions of v and the Grassmann variables 6j and <ij, i=1,2,3 which are
obtained inserting (A.3) in (A.2).

The singularities come from the integration over u2- We use equation (25) wish
£;B and \ replaced by u2 and z21 respectively. We find that the amplitude has , in
particular, a pole for v=0. The corresponding residue is given by

-32-

B+C(Va+ vVa + vV3)

|dzjdGjdcTj|
2K{ij)

F2(2.j) F3(3,j) |2-1_ 3_, (A.5)

In order to identify the vertex, the integration over the Grassmann variables 6,, o?j and
the variable v must be performed. At the pole the original N-point amplitude factorizes
(see fig. 1 > into a 4-point amplitude and a N-2-amplrtude, here both at the tree level.
The variable v represents one of the four complex coordinates on the Riemann sphere
of the four point amplitude. The other three are irrelevant by Mobius invariance. The
integration over v is performed by means of the formula

fd2v I v |2a I v-1 |2b vn (v-1 )m )n r(a+n+i)r(b+m+i)r(-1-n-m-a-b)
r(-a) F(-b) r(a+b+2)

We obtain, as expected, that the only terms which remain are linear expressions in

DA(1 ,j)DA(1 ,j). From the resulting expression for the amplitude we read a vertex of the

form equation (39) with the polarization

^ 93£S + 94 Pa + 9s PS

where

g, = N { v
32 e2.P v31

- v21 e3.Pi e2.p3 + 4 v31 v21

g2 = N { v 3 , e, .p2 £3.p2 - v32 e, .p2 83^, - v21 e vp 3 e3.p2 + 4 v32v21 £,.

g3 = N { v 2 1 e, .p3 ^ .pg - v31 e, .p2 E2.p3 - v32 e2.p1 e, .p3 + 4 v^v^ e,

g4 = N { v 3 2 e, .E2 e3 .p, - v31 e, .e2 e3.p2 • v 2 , (e,.e3 ^ e rp 3
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with

N =
16 r(v21+i)r(v31+i)r(v32+i)

(a similar expression is obtained for e in terms of barred objects).
This result coincides with the graviton polarization which can be read from the

4-graviton amplitude A'4' computed in reference [22] (this amplitude is linear in each £j,
i=1,2,3,4, and the above polarization is given by 8A<4) /3e4^).
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Fig. 1

Fig. 1 Pictorial description for the factorization process.
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